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Pain perception 

Pain can be explained as the feeling of being hurt, discomfort or distress usually due to injury of 

some nerves or an inflammation around the nerve. Many doctors and nurses usually need to 

know the amount of pain their patient is going through. Hence there has been interest in pain 

assessment and management. This involves the psychological and physiological ways of 

determining the pain. There are some factors that will influence the human perception about pain 

hence modifying how the person feels. The way a person perceives pain depends on genetics, 

social, developmental psychological and cultural experiences of the victim. Situations and 

emotional issues during the time when one is in pain may alter one’s ability to perceive the pain. 

Some medical procedures may involve pain and this brings anxiety to the patient. Before 

undertaking painful procedures, the psychological status of the patient should be considered. 

 Perception of pain is referred to the final result of the neural activity whichtransmits pain to the 

brain and is converted to a conscious experience. There are some mechanisms which are used to 

describe perception of pain. Some of the physiological mechanisms include, segmental 

inhibition, endogenous opioid system, descending inhibitory nerve system, specific theory and 

pattern theory, all this theories are aimed at explaining why and how pain is experienced.  

The segmental inhibition is also referred to as the  gate theory of pain control which is a 

modification which gives a clear definition about perception of pain ,this theory proposes that 

information about pain is transmitted through a point of contact referred to as a synapse which is 

a junction between the  A alpha and C nerve fibers. The C fibers are usually located on the 

periphery and serve to bring the information on pain. There cells that are located at the dorsal 

horn of the spine. These cells can lead to the blocking of the stimuli and no pain will be felt at 



all. Impulses are transmitted through the synapse by activation of the A beta fibers which are the 

mechanoreceptors on the surface of the skin. Since they are low threshold fibers, they stimulate 

the inhibitory nerve which will respond by inhibiting the transmission through the synapse. 

The endogenous opioids system is based on the use of opium for pain relief. There has been a 

finding that there are some chemicals that the nerves must be produce which act as ligands. This 

compounds bind to opioid receptors hence creating a system which explains variation of pain and 

difference in modulation. 

 the descending inhibitory nerve system mechanism, is based on the nerve activity of  nerves 

descending from the brainstem which are able to control information that is getting into the brain 

the main transmitters are serotonin are nor epinephrine which are then modulated in 

pharmacology this explains the analgesic properties of selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor and 

most antidepressants. They all act by inhibiting the pain transmitters. 

The specific theory argues that there are specific nerves that are involved in transmission of pain 

signals to the pain center which is in the brain. Whenthese signals get to the brain, they are then 

converted into thoughts hence a person can tell that they feel pain. However, this theory is 

limited by the fact that it ignores all other factors such as environment and psychological factors 

which may influence the way pain is perceived. This is evidenced by people who may say that 

they don’t feel any pain yet they have been hurt. This is usually because their brains are 

concentrated on the danger around and they are probably in fear and are unable to perceive other 

feelings. 

The pattern mechanism states that signals are only transmitted to the brain after they have been 

summed together to give a certain combination. Based on this theory, the brain doesn’t 



reallyhave control on how pain is perceived. Usually, there are no specific pain receptors based 

on this theory and the brain is viewed as a center of receiving messages and giving back the right 

response. 

Psychological pain assessment of pain relates stress as a response to pain. Psychological methods 

of treatment are focused on improving the patients emotional state reducing the pain related 

disability and pain behaviors, reducing helplessness and improving control and self efficiency 

increasing active coping ,reducing the pain intensity and reducing the biological markers. When 

managing pain, one has to first work on the emotional state that may be related to the pain.  An 

example in people in pain due to heart diseases, to deal with them, they have to be relaxed first, 

this can be done by counseling  and identify the problem and solve it. Less sleep may be a clear 

implication of the presence of pain.  

 The emotional status of a person affects the way they perceive pain because of the state of the 

mind. Most people feel a lot of pain after being hurt while others claim to feel none. For example 

soldiers in war may not perceive pain because of the pressure they have. Or even when one is 

scared, they tend not to feel much pain because their brains are under stress.  Mostly people feel 

pain after an injury due to the cycle that the impulse has to undergo before a response can be 

produced. 

There some explanation of the cause of chronic pain which are related to the social factors and 

the cultural factors. People have always had different believes about the cause of 

pain.Illumination happens when the people who are in pain feel emotionally affected an all they 

can do is keep on worrying. There certain psychological factors that may affect pain. They 



include age, gender activity level, activity that one is performing, ethic group, personality, sleep 

and past experiences, 

Emotional pain may be due to Conscious mind experiences, traumas, emotional psychological 

damage, and pastexperiences. To deal with this therapists have put in some measures such as use 

of physical agents such as electrotherapy and physical activities that help one exercise both mind 

and body. Some of such exercises include muscle relaxation through massage, taking deep 

breaths and some mobilizing techniques that stimulate receptors that inhibit transmission of pain. 

Conclusively, both psychological and physiological aspects give an explanation about pain and 

how to deal with painful experiences. This may involve use of pain killers and depressants. 

However, one needs to be careful to treat the cause of the pain and not just the pain. Some people 

have ignored the real cause of pain and just take pain killers and move on, with time this cases 

get more serious and may be far much beyond ability to get treated.  


